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Navigating the New Normal
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There is tremendous uncertainty around how quickly stay-at-home orders and social distancing 
mandates will be lifted. And there are significant variances surrounding predictions of consumer 
demand recovery in the short to medium term.

What is known is that retailers will be reopening their stores again, and in so doing, will need to 
ensure they are ready for business when the first customers walks in.  In addition, retailers will be 
looking to minimize their cost spend wherever possible in order to offset the massive financial 
impact which COVID-19 has had upon the industry. 

To that end, RCP and Capstone have identified several key engagement areas where we are leading 
retailers in executing on store reopening plans and IT cost reduction opportunities.

• Store (re)Open Methodology - spanning retail systems, operations & workforce management

• Flexible Staffing Approach - with an estimated annual savings of 3-10%

• Alternative Maintenance Options - with an estimated annual savings of 5-15%

• Maintenance Audit & Contract Review - with an estimated annual savings of 10-20%  



RCP/Capstone Store (re)Open™
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RCP/Capstone Store (re)Open™ Approach
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In working with dozens of retailers to build store reopening plans due to outages stemming from natural 
disasters, along with over 100 POS implementation projects involving store go-lives, RCP/Capstone have built its 
Store re(Open) Methodology upon real-life experiences and insights. 

Our methodology includes activities and checklists across multiple areas impacted by retail stores. Below is just 
a sample of some of the items included in our approach.

Store Systems 
& Data

• Ensuring store systems are synchronized with omni-channel/enterprise systems for pricing and promos
• Eliminating any duplicate and multi price change events in POS for the same items
• Ensuring data on hand-held systems are synchronized to current date/time. 

• Ensuring store sets are in place for seasons that may have change
• Validating accurate in-store inventory counts 

Workforce
Management

• Rehiring and termination of store associates who have taken other positions
• Updating labor forecasts/schedules to address reopening tasks (merchandising, inventory resets, receiving and restocking)

• Long-term adjustments to sales and labor planning forecasts for upcoming periods and fiscal years
• Updating training and procedure manuals for post-pandemic activities (safety & cleaning, customer engagement policies, etc.)
• Implementing changes to BOPIS, curbside delivery, and cross-channel return policies

Store Operations 
& Infrastructure

• Applying patches and other software updates

• Resetting expired user IDs and recreating systemically deleted users
• Resetting mobile device management software for units that may have been off the network for an extended period of time
• Refitting stores with plexi-shields for checkout stations where appropriate
• Providing new supplies including masks and cleaning supplies



REOPEN DESIGN

DISCOVERY

§ Document project roles and 
responsibilities

§ Develop Project Plan
§ Conduct Kickoff Meeting

ENGAGEMENT PLANNING

§ Business Vision and Strategy for 
Reopening

§ Current store state understanding
§ Current store data flow

§ Data flow / integration design
§ Application design
§ Workforce management design
§ Checklist creation
§ Reopening Procedures Document

RCP/Capstone Store (re)Open™ Methodology
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REOPEN VALIDATION
§ Non-production environment 

setup
§ Procedure walkthrough
§ Issue resolution

4

REOPEN PLANNING
§ Store sequencing and timing
§ Resource planning
§ Communication planning
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REOPEN MANAGEMENT
§ On-site resource assistance
§ Centralized management and 

trouble-shooting
§ Daily reporting / dashboard

6
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT



Retail IT Spend
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Retail IT Cost Saving Opportunities Overview
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Percentages vary across retail segments. However, the RCP/Capstone approach to reducing retail IT 
budgets is broken down into the following major categories for savings:

IT Headcount
This fixed cost category includes resources 

for steady-state support and enhancement of 

legacy systems and infrastructure

Projects
These variable costs include projects related to 

system upgrades, implementations and 

technology innovation

H/W Maintenance
Fixed cost category built upon maintenance 

contracts for home-office, warehouse and retail 

store equipment

S/W Maintenance
Fixed cost category built upon support and 

maintenance contracts for home-office, 

warehouse and retail store applications
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COVID-19 Impacts Heightening Need for Reducing Expenses
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The RCP/Capstone methodology to restart retail and reduce costs is focused on addressing the 
below notable areas that have impacted the entire retail industry:

• Brick-and-mortar stores were closed as “non-essential” businesses

• IT Projects are being paused or canceled

• Hundreds of thousands of resources are being furloughed

• Supply chains are being disrupted due to global impacts to manufacturing and shipping

• Processes supporting direct-to-consumer logistics are being redesigned

• New product launches are being delayed or scrapped

• Existing product inventory is piling up or costing retailers millions

Aside from food, essential supplies and PPE, virtually all retailers will suffer from significantly 
reduced revenue. To offset these losses, retailers will be looking to reduce expenses wherever 
possible.



Minimized Maintenance Spending
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Optimize Your Maintenance Spend
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Even though they are based upon pre-existing executed contracts, maintenance spend is a tremendous area 
of opportunity for retailers looking to reduce their IT operating costs.

The RCP/Capstone process executes a review of existing support and maintenance contracts for: 
• Ability to push vendors for credits on equipment and services not used during the pandemic
• Extended payment terms
• Products that may never be upgraded
• Products or services that may increase or evaporate based on the post-pandemic retail model
• Cloud and use-based contracts to evaluate transaction and usage minimums and renegotiate where 

appropriate
• Rates and spend that is outside of industry norms and baseline

RCP/Capstone has the industry expertise and marketplace knowledge with software and hardware vendors 
to assist in a Maintenance Audit & Assessment engagement. Our proven methodology guarantees both 
short-term and long-term savings for retailers.
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Potential IT Spend Savings
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RCP/Capstone estimates an average of 15-20% annualized savings on maintenance spend after 
going through our Maintenance Audit & Assessment program.
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UNCHANGED COVID-19 IMPACTS

Full-value maintenance which is 
unimpacted by COVID-19 and review

Changes in volume or solutions 
which reduces maintenance spend

WASTEFUL MAINTENANCE LOW-VALUE MAINTENANCE

Maintenance for redundant or 
unnecessary solutions

Maintenance providing low value for 
the spend

EXCESSIVE COST ADJ. SLA ADJUSTMENTS

Cost adjustments based upon review 
of industry benchmarks

Savings based upon adjustments of 
SLA’s to acceptable business termsExample based on 

$1.5M maintenance spend
(figures in thousands)
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Cost-Effective Alternative Maintenance Options
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Often, retailers execute support and maintenance contracts based upon initial implementation rates and 
with an uncertainty of the actual maintenance required of the solution.  

Through our Maintenance XFer Program, RCP/Capstone and its partner network has experience with 
hundreds of leading retail software and hardware solutions and can work with you to evaluate shifting 
your existing maintenance needs from the primary vendor to more flexible options.

And because you now have a greater familiarity with where you need attention the most with your 
maintenance, you can tailor your new contract to provide you the most support in the right areas, 
thereby lowering your overall maintenance spend.

RCP/Capstone will work with you to determine which of your maintenance contracts are eligible for 
transfer program in order to get you started on reducing your fixed maintenance spend. 



Optimized Agile Payroll Spending
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Optimize Your Operational and Project Payroll Spend
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IT organizations are going to be challenged to have the most efficient payroll spend possible.  And this 
will be happening as they deal with restarting multiple waves of store opening, building updated staffing 
forecasts, adjusting merchandising allocations and history, a litany of of personnel related help desk 
tickets and a long list of canceled or delayed projects.

RCP/Capstone’s ability to provide highly skilled resources in an agile and optimized on demand method 
will lead to significant savings: 
• Ramp up and down by wave with Store Systems experts who are armed with a restart 

methodology and plan that has been tested multiple times
• Augment help desk and infrastructure resources at peak times without the need to hire FTEs back
• On-demand, full-time and part-time Project Management and Change Management resources
• Procedural and process changes on demand
• Patch management and mobile device management on-demand resources

RCP/Capstone has the team members with the industry expertise and experience to reduce payroll by 
placing highly skilled resources in your organization when you need to address peak demands or 
assume low value steady state task such as patch management.



Retailers are Paying for Unused Effort in Current Staffing Models

IT Store Systems Resource Planning
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Given the high percentage that both fixed and project-variable resources comprise of a retail IT budget, 
people costs represent an area of opportunity for organizations looking to identify cost savings.

For project-based efforts, many IT 
organizations have long looked to 
consulting and staffing firms to fill key 
roles on enterprise projects. These 
types of resources provide industry 
expertise along with the benefit of 
being able to fulfill project tasks while 
allowing existing resources to focus on 
their day-to-day support activities.

However, this same flexible approach 
of staffing can apply to a retailer’s fixed 
headcount as well. 



The RCP/Capstone FlexSourcing Solution Lets you Pay only for What you Need

FlexSourcing Resource Planning
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The RCP/Capstone FlexSourcing Solution allows forward-thinking and cost-conscious retailers to 
augment their staff and build an agile organization that ramps up and down based on actual work 
effort demand.

Beyond a commodity contractor 
staffing approach, our solution 
introduces RCP’/Capstone’s broad set 
of industry experience from over 
hundreds of retail technology projects.  
These on-demand specialists help to 
improve overall operational efficiencies 
by having access to the right resources 
for the right tasks at the right time.

As retailers are evaluating their 
workforce coming back from a furlough 
situation and dealing with the 
uncertainty of store reopenings, this 
approach uniquely helps retailers save 
on payroll while increasing their 
flexibility, agility and scalability.



Next Steps
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Next Steps
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Contact RCP/Capstone for a further discussion on:

• A complimentary one-day deep dive into your existing maintenance contracts

• RCP/Capstone will deliver an estimated annual savings opportunity which could then 
be used to execute a specific agreement based on hourly fees or a fee structure based 
on realized savings  

• Staff Augmentation help as you ramp back up your stores

• Staff Augmentation help to create a more flexible organization by off loading low value 
sporadic tasks such as patch management

• Staff Augmentation help as you ramp back up into project and daily break fix tasks

For more information or assistance on any of the topics covered, please contact:

Ryan Grogman, Managing Partner
(972) 365-0257
rgrogman@retailconsultingpartners.com

Rich Hack, VP Operations
845-591-4190
rhack@capstone-is.com

mailto:rgrogman@retailconsultingpartners.com
mailto:rgrogman@retailconsultingpartners.com


About RCP



Comprehensive retail consulting firm enabling retail transformation
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23
average years of 

retail industry 
experience

75%
of our executive 

team were C-suite 
executives

100%
of our consultants 

worked in
retail

Store Systems  | Order Management| Merchandising | Customer Experience
Unified Commerce | Supply Chain| CRM | Mobile | Point of Sale

Business Intelligence | e-Commerce | Self-Service Retail | Payments

Specialty – General Merchandise – Grocery – Convenience – QSR – Restaurant

STRATEGY SELECTION IMPLEMENTATION
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Industry-leading thought leadership from our team of experts
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Annual
Surveys

Speaking
Engagements

White
Papers

Insights
Blog

Media
Articles



RCP’s Experience
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About Capstone
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Full Service Software and Software Services Company
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average years-
designing, 

building, and 
supporting retail 

software 
experience 

(Leadership 
Team)

100%
on-shore 

development and 
support team

100%
of our solutions 

can be deployed 
globally

Point of Sale | Payments| CRM | Customer Experience | Automation | Unified Commerce
Development:

Design | Platform Development | Custom Development | Mobile- iOS | Mobile- Android
Implementation:

Business Analysis | Technical Analysis | Quality Assurance Test Factory
Support:

L1-L3 Support Services | Root Cause Analysis (RCA)| Proactive Monitoring Services

Develop/Implement SupportDesign
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Capstone’s TRUSSt is a Point of Sale (POS) agnostic bridge for payments, transactional 
data, and third-party activation systems.  It can be flexibly deployed in the cloud or 
on-premise depending on your preference.

Capstone TRUSSt Payment:
• Simply addresses complex payment integration in the distributed world of retail.

• Provides reliable, safe coupling between POS and Payment Provider 

• Allows a POS Vendor to treat Payment as a “Black Box”. A single integration to 
TRUSSt opens up Global Options and territories to sell into without the overhead 
of integrating core code or managing communication.

• Creates a single payment integration point for retailers who:

• have multiple payment platforms due to global or multi-brand 
deployments

• have multiple POS versions or  vendors or are transitioning to a new 
platform

• simply want ease of integration, flexibility, and choice

• Speed to market

• Lower implementation costs

• Subscription based

• No Capex

• Predictable static cost

• Continually adding more POS and Payment solutions

Capstone TRUSSt at work today:

• A multi-brand, multi-concept, international retailer with more than 1,000 locations uses TRUSSt to connect 3 different 
point of sale systems to 3 different payment providers   depending on geography to handle their     payments.  They 
also rely on TRUSSt to   broker transactional data between a third-party, mobile loyalty and payment app and POS.

• A  global luxury brand has leveraged TRUSSt to handle a new payment provider for their European locations.

• A rent-to-own furniture and electronics retailer relies on a single cloud-hosted instance of Capstone’s TRUSSt to 
handle all payments for their more than 3,000 locations.

Capstone’s Solutions- Capstone TRUSSt Payment
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Centralized Dashboard
Real-time Monitoring

Configurable Alerts

Automation & Self-Healing

Real or Near-Real time 
Reporting

FeaturesCapabilities

Directives
Remote Enterprise 

Administration

Network
Availability

Application Errors

System Performance
& Health

Peripheral
Devices

Enterprise System
Availability

Payment
Systems

Database Integrity
& Replication

File Transfer-
Polling

=

Version Control
Validation

RFID 
Solution

s

Service & 
Process 

Monitoring

System Events

Value Proposition

• Simplifies the complex task of providing 
proactive visibility to Retail’s complex 
distributed environment
• Identifies and easily quantifies 

issues 
• Real-time dashboard reporting

• Increases stability
• Shortens cycle time to Root 

Cause determination and 
monitors effectiveness of 
deployed fixes

• Narrows or eliminates the search 
to find needles in haystacks

• Increases profitability
• More “up time” in stores equals 

more sales
• Reduces helpdesk calls and 

support costs
• POS Errors called in to helpdesk 

have compounded cost
• Cost for support 

personnel
• Cost in having an 

associate on the phone 
with support desk 
instead of serving 
customers

• Provides quick centralized access 
to store logs and eliminates 
support remote dial-ins.

Capstone’s Solutions- Capstone EMS (Enterprise Management)
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Capstone’s Experience


